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AB STRACT

A computer program for a transient one-dimensional math-

ematical model of combustion in porous medium was used to
investigate the effects of several parameters on system
behavior .Results show the effects of medium thickness,
permeability and reaction order on combustion .In addi-
tion, the effect of heat input on combustion was also

studied
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this thesis is to study the combustion

behavior of porous graphite . The mathematical model devel-

oped by VATIKIOTIS (1) is a transient, one-dimensional model

of a porous medium consisting of spherical particles , or

cylindrical fibers of graphite

The model covers several aspects : mass transfer, heat

transfer, combustion , airflow , and temperature dependency

of thermophysical properties. Geometric parameters of the

porous medium include porosity (p) and medium thickness (L).

The porous medium has interconnected pores which permit air

flow through the medium. This air flow was modeled by the

continuity equation and Darcy's Law . The porous medium is

characterized by a number of parameters including porosity ,.

specific internal area (Z), tortuosity (T) and permeability

(m). These parameters are defined as follows. Given a unit

square cell of dimension D, and particle diameter d, we have

p = 1 - v / 4 (d/D)2  (1.1)

z = 1/2 r d2 /D3  (1.2)

= 1.4 (1.3)

m = Sp3/z2  (1.4)

Porosity, p, is defined as the ratio of void volume per

volume of unit all . The specific internal area, Z, is the

15
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ratio of internal surface area to bulk volume The

tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the length of the

flowpath of a fluid particle to the straight line distance.

The particle's size decreases as the carbon is consumed

and all geometric properties which depend on particle diam-

eter are functions of time and position . This model

considers that the carbon matrix remains rigid as the

particle diameter decreases and thus porosity increases with

combustion.
The magnitude of REYNOLDS number defines the motion of

the fluid which can be molecular , viscous or inertial. In

the case of porous media , the flow is dominated by viscous

and inertial effects. Darcy's Law for the range of REYNOLD's

number where viscous effects dominate is the equation that

governs the fluid flow in porous media. Two velocities which

distinguish the flow through the medium are filter velocity
Q, and pore velocity u. Filter velocity is given by

Q = - m/ ( P/Ox ) (1.5)

where u is the viscosity of the fluid and P is the pressure.

The pore velocity u is given by

U = Q/p (1.6)

The hypothesis of the Dupuit-Forcheimer assumption is

that the local pore velocity is greater than the filter

velocity. The actual velocity in a pore is a function of
position within the pore . The Dupuit-Forcheimer relation

defines an average velocity in a pore.

The model of combustion adopted was the model of N. N.

Semenov (2). The relation of reaction rate to temperature

and oxygen concentration, and the interaction of heat gener-

ation and heat transfer are fundamental to this model . If

the heat transfer dominates, extinction will occur. If the

16



heat generation dominates then combustion will result. The

reaction rate equation was adopted from Arrhenius's Law for

a simple reaction where the rate depends on the concentra-

tion of the reactants and not on the products. The heat

generated by an exothermal reaction is obtained by multi-

plying the reaction rate by the heat of combustion

A study of the curve of heat generation versus tempera-

ture presented by Frank-Kamenetskii distinguishes two phases

during combustion. During the initial kinetic phase , the

rate of reaction and the temperature are lowest. During This

phase , there is an excess supply of oxygen. In the kinetic

regime the reation rate increases exponentially with

increasing temperature. The kinetic regime is followed by

the diffusion regime. This phase is distinguished by high

temperatures and reaction rates , and the reaction is

limited by a lack of oxygen.

It is assumed that the chemical reaction for the combus-

tion process produces carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.

The ratio of the mass rates of carbon monoxide to carbon

dioxide depends on the temperature. Increasing temperature

results in an increase of this CO to CO2 ratio.

The model of heat transfer includes three basic mecha-

nisms : convection , conduction and radiation . The heat

transfer equation used by VATIKIOTIS (1) also includes a

heat generation term due to combustion. All thermophysical

properties were treated as temperatures dependent. These

properties include viscosity, conductivity and density.

Energy balance equations were constructed for control

volumes of the porous medium and the air flowing through the

porous medium

A third field equation of the model was obtained by a

mass balance of oxygen . This equation includes molecular

diffusion, convective transport and a sink term to account

for the depletion of oxygen due to combustion.
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These equations resulted in a system of coupled, nonli-

near transient field equation . These field equations,

together with boundary and initial conditions , define the

problem. They were solved numerically by using the Galerkin

finite element method. Details of the formulation are

presented in reference 1
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II. EFFECT OF HEAT INPUT ON COMBUSTION

A. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION

In this section the effect of heat input on the combus-

tion behavior of porous medium was investigated. The porous
medium is subjected to a heat source on its surface . Two

parameters of main importance are considered: The magnitude

of the heat flux of the source to the porous medium (SQ),

and the time that the heat flux remains active (TQ).

To do this analysis, all parameters of the system are

fixed except the time period of heating (TQ) and the amount
of heat flux (SQ).

The purpose of this section is to determine the relation
between SQ and TQ which will result in combustion. This is

achieved as follows:

For a specific value of heat flux SQ, the program is run

with different values of TQ until combustion occurs at (TQ)c
and extinction occurs at (TQ)e , wherea is a small time
period . Here we tookS seconds

TQc TQe +8 (2.1)

Four cases of heat flux were studied in this section:

CASE II.1 SQ 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr

CASE 11.2 SQ 20000 BTU/ft.sq hr

CASE 11.3 SQ 30000 BTU/ft.sq hr

CASE 11.4 SQ 40000 BTU/ft.sq hr

The fixed parameters used in all cases are:

Ambient temperature = 80 F

Ambient temperature 2117 lb/ft.sq

Tortuosty = 1.400

Filament diameter 0.0004167 ft
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Thickness of matrix laminate = 0.0004167 ft

Thickness of porous medium = 0.02083 ft

Gas constant for air = 53.34 lbf ft/lbm R

Conductivity of filament = 86 BTU/lbm H.F.

Specific heat of filament = 0.703 ibm/Cf

Emissivity of filament = 0.90

Shape factor for int.HF.XFER coefficient = 1.00

Characteristc length of medium = 1 inch

Heat of reaction = 14090 BTU/Cf

Reaction order = 0.50

Stochiometric ratio (fuel/air) = 0.375

Reaction coefficient = 2065000 lbm/Cf H

Activation energy coefficient = 28840 deg R

Pressure differential across thickness = 50 lb/ft.sq

Initial carbon and air temperature = 80 F

Initial uniform oxygen concentration = 0.0172 lbm/ft.cu

The equations used in this program permit three sets of

boundary conditions that are approximations to physical

situations. The boundary conditions selected are the best

approximations of a one dimensional model. The set of

boundary conditions used in this case are typical of thermal

flow reactor without radiation from the boundary surfaces

for the problems of this investigation, the following

boundary conditions were used :

- No heat transfer from either end of the porous medium.

dt/dx = 0 at X/L = 0 and X/L = 1 (2.2)

- Danckwerts' boundary conditions Conditions for the

air temperature and oxygen concentration were assumed. This
~means:
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Ka aTa/ax = paCaU(Ta-T ) X/L = 0 (2.3)

aTa/ax = 0 X/L = 1 (2.4)

De ao /x = u (0 - 0. ) X/L = 0 (2.5)

(Ke+K.r) aTc/ax = -a e(Tc4 - T4o X/L = 1 (2.6)

KaaTa/ax = p.acau(Ta - Tw) X/L = 1 (2.7)

aTa/ax = 0 X/L = 1 (2.8)

Deao/ax u(0 - 0) X/L = 1 (2.9)

B. PROCEDURE
For each case , the amount of heat flux (SQ) was fixed

and several values of shut off time (TQ) were chosen until

values of TQc and TQe were found such that

TQc TQe (2.10)

V

TQc TQe + 8 (2.11)

where 8 is a small number.
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C. RESULTS

The results for each case were obtained in both numer-

ical and graphical form . The behavior of carbon tempera-

ture, oxygen concentration and reaction rate for combustion

and extinction are shown as surfaces versus time and posi-

tion The program also calculates the air temperature in the

porous medium. However the air temperature surfaces are not

shown as they are quite similar , in most cases to carbon

temperature.

There are three surface graphics for each heat flux

case:

-Carbon temperature versus position and time

-Oxygen concentration versus position and time

-Reaction rate versus position and time

In adition , there are two curves for each heat flux

(SQ) , one showing the variation of carbon temperature

versus time for combustion and the other showing the varia-

tion of carbon temperature for extinction These is two

curves are for the point x/L=O. (i.e. where the air enters

the porous medium)

1. CASE II-I SQ = 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr

The values for shut off time bounding extinction and

combustion are :

for combustion TQC = 46 seconds

for extinction TQe = 47 seconds

During the transient analyses , system parameters

varied . for each analysis , the maximum and minni.um values

of some of these parameters provide some insight into the

character of the particular case . These parameters and

their values are given in Table I

The graphical results are shown in Figures 2.1 to

2.6
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Figure 2.1 Temperature vs X/L and time

3for SQ 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =46 seconds.

4-

IS

Figure 2.2 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ =18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 45 seconds.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFPCr FROM GR-F3E

Figure 2.3 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =46 seconds.

O/TEN S~.5UR~.OFROM~ ?qF3r

Figure 2.4 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 45 seconds.U 24



Figure 2.5 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ =18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 46 seconds.

Figure 2.6 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ 18000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 45 seconds.
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TIME VERSUS GRAPHITE TEMPERATURE

.. ........ .... ... ........

.. .. ..

Al.

... .. . .. . .. ..

*~~ . .. ...... a

WIH 46N

IgI

a 10 i0 30 410 IC 6 70 80

TIME (S)

FOR NUMBER POINT I AND SQ=-18000

Figure 2.7 Combustion and extinction carbon temperature

for position X/L =0..
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2. CASE 11-2 SQ = 20000 BTU/ft.sq hr

For this case the heat flux duration times for the

conditions of extinction and combustion are

for combustion TQc = 35 seconds

for extinction TQe = 34 seconds

During the transient history of this case several

parameters varied. The maximum and minimum of these changing

variables are in the Table II . It is necessary to emphasize

that these extrema results do not occur at the same time or

*same position (X/L). They are maximum and minimum values

obtained at different times and position during the tran-

sient process. These values show the characteristc behavior

of this case

The behavior of carbon temperature , oxygen concen-

tration and reaction rate are shown in Figures 2.8 to 2.13

These surfaces are an important characteristic of this case

because they show the evolution of the combustion process or

extinction process for each position during the transient

time.1

• ,3. CASE 11-3 SQ = 30000 BTU/ft.sq hr

The values of heating time that result in combustion

and extinction for this value of heat flux are

for combustion TQ c = 15 seconds

for extinction TQe = 14 seconds

During the transient analysis , some variation of

values occured to several parameters. The limits of varia-

tion , maximum and minimum values , are shown in Table III

The process of combustion and extinction have particular

characteristics that determine the variation of the values
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TEPPPUPE SURrACE rRC1 G~qr!-r

Figure 2.8 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ 20000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 35 seconds.

TEMPERATURE SURFPZ.r FROM GPA73E

Figure 2.9 Temperature vs X/L and time '

for SQ =20000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 34 seconds.
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OXYGEN CONC. SUpFpCE 7RD3M -RpF37

0all

Figure 2.10 Oxygt::n concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ 20000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =35 seconds.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE rROM GRP&F3[

Figure 2.11 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and tim-e

for SQ =20000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =34 seconds.
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PRACTION RATE 3uPFACr f M

it.

IC

Figure 2.12 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ =20000 BTU/ft.si hr and TQ =35 seconds.

REACTION RATE SUPFPA. IFRCM GR:A?3E

leK

Figure 2.13 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ =20000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =34 seconds.
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of these parameters. The maximum and minimum values give a

general idea of system behavior . These limiting values do

not occur at same position (X/L) or same time

A better idea of the development of temperature

oxygen concentration and reaction rate can be obtained from

Figures 2.15 to 2.20 These surfaces show the values of these

parameters for each point (X/L) during the transient time

Figure 2.14 shows that at X/L = 0. the transient

behavior for extinction and combustion are the same until

TQe = 14 seconds , the time the heat flux is terminated

After this time the temperature for the extinction case

decreases to ambient temperature ; while for the combustion

* case , the temperature increases reaching a peak temperature

of 3200 F at 28 seconds and thereafter decreases to an equi-

librium combustion temperature of about 2500 F after about

50 seconds (see Figure 2.14).

4. CASE 11-4 SQ = 40000 BTU/ft.sq hr

The heat flux of this case produced combustion and

extinction of the porous medium at the following times

for combustion TQc = 9 seconds

for extinction TQe = 8 seconds

2During the transient process , the output of the

program showed parameters th at didn't change with time and

others that did . The variation of these parameter's values

show the development of the combustion and extinction

phenomenon for this value of SQ . The maximum and minimum

values of several parameters are shown in Table IV Again

these values do not correspond to the same time

The characteristics of this case , carbon tempera-

ture , oxygen concentration and reaction rate , as function

34
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

00

a It

Figure 2.15 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ = 30000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 15 seconds.

TrWERRTURE SuRrfCE FROM GRAF3E

too

Figure 2.16 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ 30000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ 14 seconds.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM C-RAF3E

Figure 2.17 Oxigen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ =30000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ = 15 seconds.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FRO%,M GRRF3E7

E

Figure 2.18 Oxigen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ = 30000 BTU/ft.sq hr,and TQ =14 seconds.
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*71

Figure 2.19 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ =30000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ = 15 seconds.

PEACT]ON RATE SURFARCE FRO." GRFF3E--

4Figure 2.20 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

-for SQ =30000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =14 seconds.
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of time and position (X/L) are shown as graphic surfaces in

Figures 2.22 to 2.27 . These graphical results give an idea

about the behavior of each point of the transient history

For X/L = 0 , both the combustion and extinction

cases show similar behavior to this time equal to about 8

seconds , when the heat flux is terminated After this

time, for the extinction case , the temperature decreases to

ambient temperature . For the combustion case , the temper-

ature at X/L = 0 increased to about 3300 F , and thereafter

decreased to around 2500 F (temperature of combustion)

Both the extinction and combustion cases achieve new equi-

librium temperatures , about 2500 F for the combustion cases

and ambient temperature for the extinction cases , after 35

seconds (see Figures 2.28 ).

D. SUMMARY

Here , some observations are made about the effects of

heat flux input and duration of heat flux on the combustion

process.

1. Power Relation

For each case , a pair of values (SQ,(TQ)c) was

obtained . A plot of these point is shown in Figures 2.29

and 2.30 It is observed that the relation between SQ and

TQ of these graphics yields the approximate power relation

(equation 2.12) .

2. Relation of Temperature and Oxygen Concentration

During the initial heating of the porous medium

the temperature increases while the oxygen is being

defleted. After the heat flux is removed , either extinction

or combustion will proceed. If extinction occurs , the

carbon temperature decreases to ambient temperature while

the oxygen is being restored to ambient concentreition

If combustion occurs ,then the oxygen inside the

medium goes to zero and remains there The only oxygen
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRP73E

4ICim

Figure 2.22 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ 40000 BTIJ/ft.sq hr and TQ 9 secords.

TEMPERATURE SU-FPCE F Ct' ':Pr3E

Figure 2.23 Temperature vs X/L and time

for SQ =40000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ =8 seconds.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRP73E

Figure 2.24 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ 40000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ = 9 seconds.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFPCE FROM GRPF3E

ism
Figure 2.25 Oxigen concentration vs X/L and time

for SQ =40000 BTTJ/ft.sq hr and TQ 8 seconds.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

s.

, is,., is

Figure 2.26 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for SQ = 40000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ = 9 seconds.

REACTION RATE SURFA- FROM ,RA173E

-J

! Figure 2.27 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

4. for SQ =40000 BTU/ft.sq hr and TQ = 8 seconds.
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Figure 2.28 Extinction and combustion carbon temperature

for position X/L 1.
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TQc = 3.4 1010/(SQ)2 .09  (2.12)

present is at the entrance at X/L = 0 . The temperature

continues to increase to a maximum , and thereafter the

temperature decreases . Eventually the entire medium would

achieve a uniform combustion temperature

3. Equilibrium Temperature for Combustion

In all combustion cases , the behavior was similar

During the initial combustion period , the temperature of

the medium at X/L = 0 rose between 2000 F (CASE II-1) to

3400F (CASE 11-4) . At this time , on the other side of the

medium at X/L = 1. , the temperature of the medium was

approximately 1500 F This during thus early transient

stage there is aAT of 1300 F (for CASE II-1) and 1900 F

(for CASE 11-4) across the medium . As time proceeds the

temperature at X/L = 0 decreased , while at X/L = 1. , the

temperature increased That is , with progressir- time

the medium moves towards a uniform temperature . In the

present case , this equilibrium temperature of combustion is

around 2400 F to 2500 F for all cases

The mechanism of equilibrium of the temperature

during combustion is due to the heat transfer by air . As

the air flows through the porous medium it transports the

heat from the hot front part of the medium to the cooler

back part , until all points of the medium have the same

temperature
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SQ VERSUS TQ
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Figure 2.29 Heat flux versus combustion temperature (TQc)

rectangular plot.
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III. EFFECT OF THICKNESS ON COMBUSTION

A. INTRODUCTION

The porous medium has several geometric parameters that

can have direct influence on the combustion process. The

effect of the thickness parameter on system behavior is

analysed in this section. All other parameters are fixed

except the thickness of the medium.

The purpose of this section is to determine the relation

of the thickness on the minimum temperature to start combus-

tion (i.e., the ignition temperature).

For a specified value of thickness, the program is run

with different values of initial temperature. This initial

temperature is equal at all points of the medium. The lowest

value of initial temperature that results in combustion is

the ignition temperature Tc. Extinction occurs at Tc-8

where6 is a small increment of temperature. The value ofS

used in this parametric analysis was 10 F .

Seven cases with different thicknesses were studied in

this section:

CASE III-1 THICKNESS = 0,25 inches

CASE 111-2 THICKNESS = 0,50 inches

CASE 111-3 THICKNESS = 0,75 inches

CASE 111-4 THICKNESS = 1.00 inches

CASE 111-5 THICKNESS = 2.00 inches

CASE 111-6 THICKNESS = 4.00 inches

CASE 111-7 THICKNESS = 6.00 inches

Each case is characterised by its thickness. The fixed

parameters used in all cases are:

- Ambient temperature = 80 F

- Ambient pressure = 2117 lb/ft. sq.

- Tortuosity = 1.400

- Filament diameter = 0.0004167 ft.
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- Thickness of matrix laminate = 0.0004167 ft.

- Thickness of porous medium = 0.02083 ft.

- Gas constant for air = 53.34 lbf.ft/lbm.R

- Conductivity of filament = 86 BTU/lbf HF

- Specific heat of filament = 0.703 ibm/cf.

- Emissivity of filament = 0.90

- Shape factor for int.HF.XFER coefficient = 1.00

- Heat of reaction = 14090 BTU/CF

- Reaction order = 0.50

- Stoichiometric ratio (full/air) = 0.375

- Reaction rate coefficient = 2065000 lbm/CF hr

- Activation energy coefficient = 28.840 deg R

- Pressure differential across thickness = 50 lb/ft3

- Initial uniform oxygen concentration = 0.0172 ibm/ft
3

B. PROCEDURE

For each case, the characteristic length of the medium

(thickness) was fixed and values of the uniform initial

temperature were chosen until the value of temperature for

combustion (Tc) and temperature for extinction (Te) were

approximately equal (Tc s Te) or (Tc = Te + 10) (F)

C. RESULTS

For each case, the results were obtained in both numer-

ical and graphical form. The behavior of carbon temperature,

oxygen concentration and reaction rate for combustion and

extinction are shown as surfaces versus time and position.

The numerical results from the program show the varia-

tion of several parameter values during the transient anal-

ysis. The air temperature inside the porous medium, the

griphite temperature and the oxygen concentration are

presented at each position (X/L) at intervals of time. Other

system properties are also given . These properties charac-

terize the process of combustion and extinction for

- different thicknesses. The maximum and minimum do not occur

at the same point or at the same time.
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The graphical results are given in the form of surfaces.

These surfaces show the behavior of carbon temperature,

oxygen concentration and reaction rate versus time and posi-

tion (X/L) for the combustion and extinction processes.

1. CASE III-1 Thickness = 0.25 inches

The values of the initial uniform carbon temperature

bounding the extinction and combustion processes are:

for combustion Tc = 1100 F

for extinction Te = 1090 F

*- The development with time of the behavior of the

graphite temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate

during the combustion and extinction processes are shown in

Figures 3.1 to 3.6 The transient parametric analysis provide

some insight into the characterers of this particular case.

The maximum and minimum values of these parameters are given

in Table V

2. CASE 111-2 Thickness = 0.50 inches

The combustion and extinction process, in this case,

start with the following uniform carbon temperatures:

for combustion Tc = 960 F

for extinction Te = 950 F

For this case, the graphical results for graphite

temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate are

shown in Figures 3.7 to 3.12 . The characteristics of the

changing parameters in this case, are shown by the maximum

4and minimum values in Table VI
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TEMPERATURE SURFRCE FROM GRAF3E

i4 .

AI-

N;j ..- ---

- a-- a --. r

o3

Figure 3.1 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

Initial carbon temperature = 100 F.

TEMPERATURE 5URFACE FROM GRAF3E

Fig~ire 3.2 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

Initial carbon temperature =1090 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

10

Figure 3.3 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

4 Initial carbon temperature = 1100 F.

*OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRRF3E

"S i .-

,4Z

. Figure 3.4 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

Initial carbon temperature 1090 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Ing

Figure- 3.5 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

Initial carbon temperature = 1100 F.

REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.6 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.25 in

Initial carbon temperature = 1090 F.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

IG

I ,A,

Figure 3.7 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness =0.50 in
4 Initial carbon temperature =960 F.

7E*1=ERATURE SURFPCE F Cm GRAr3E

Figure 3.8 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness =0.50 in

*Initial carbon temperature 950 F.
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OXYGEN CONIC. SURFACE FROM GRPF7.E

A

Figure 3.9 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.50 in

Initial carbon temperature =960 F.

OY~E~ CONC. SURZC rROM1 GRAFIC

-A A

Figure 3.10 *Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness =0.50 in

Initial carbon temperature =950 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF~r

SU
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0iIS

Figure 3.11 Reaction rate vs XIL and time

for thickness = 0.50 in

initial carbon temperature 960 F.

REPZ710N RAT'E SURFPCE FROM GRAF-3E

scl

Figure 3.12 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness =0.50 in

Initial carbon temperature 950 F.
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3. CASE 111-3 Thickness = 0.75 inches

During this case the minimum uniform temperature

that starts the combustion process and the maximum uniform

temperature for extinction are:

for combustion Tc = 900 F

for extinction Te = 890 F

During the transient analysis, the system parameters

varied. For this case , the maximum and minimum values of

some of these parameters provide some insight into the char-

acter of the case. These parameters and their extreme values

are given in Table VII

Figures 3.13 to 3.18 show the graphical results for

carbon temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate

for this case.

TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

floc IS:c'

Figure 3.13 Temperature vs X/L and time
for thickness = 0.75 in

Initial carbon temperature = 900 F.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

t

Figure 3.14 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.75 in

Initial carbon temperature = 890 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFRCE FROM GRAF3E

S4

Figure 3.15 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.75 in

Initial carbon temperature = 900 F.
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4
OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.16 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.75 in

Initial carbon temperature = 890 F.

REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.17 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 0.75 in

Initial carbon temperature = 900 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FRCM GRAF3E

Figure 3 18 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

fir thickness = 0.75 in

:r Ai -arbon temperature = 890 F.

4. CASE III 4 Thickness = 1 00 inches

The program was run wzth several values of initial

uniform graphite temperature The temperatures bounding

combustion and extinct.on are:

for combustion Tc = 850 F

for extinction Te = 840 F

The variable parameters of this case attain maximum

and minimum values as given in Table VIII

In this case, the graphical results for carbon

temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate are

shown in Figures 3.19 to 3.24
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-RA1J.RE SURFACE FRC.M GRAF3E

Figure 3.19 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 1.00 in

Initial carbon temperature =850 F.

7E-z7uEr SURFACE FR?4 - -RA r-

Figure 3.20 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness =1.00 in

Initial carbon temperature =840 F.
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CIXYGEN CONC. SURrACE FROM GRPF3r.

Figure 3.21 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 1.00 in

Initial carbon temperature 850 F.
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=-. 9TION RATE SURFACE FROM GRPF3E

Ice

} Figure 3.23 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 1.00 in

* Initial carbon temperature = 850 F.

-,f T::ION RPTE cuR-PCE FROM GRI,73E

Li:

AA

Figure 3.24 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 1.00 in

-Initial carbon temperature = 840 F.
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5. CASE 111-5 Thickness = 2.00 inches

The combustion and extinction process, in this case,

are characterized by the following uniform initial graphite

temperatures:

for combustion Tc = 760 F

for extinction Te = 750 F

The graphite temperature and other parameters varied

during these processes . The variation of these parameters

characterize the system. The maximum and minimum values of

these parameters are in Table IX

The graphical results for carbon temperature, oxygen

concentration and reaction rate are shown in Figures 3.25 to

3.30

?1EPERATURE SURFACE fROM GRqF3E

Figure 3.25 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 2.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 760 F.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRHF3E

o

Figure 3.26 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 2.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 750 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

V.4

'So

Figure 3.27 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

-Initial carbon temperature = 760 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.28 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness = 2.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 750 F.

REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRA&E

Figure 3.29 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness 2.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 760 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.30 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 2.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 750 F.

6. CASE 111-6 Thickness = 4.00 inches

The minimum value of the initial graphite tempera-

ture to start combustion of the porous medium and the

maximum value of the initial graphite temperature that

results in extinction for this case are:

for combustion Tc = 690 F

for extinction Te = 680 F

Other variable parameters of this case are shown in

Table X . The values of these parameters are characteristic

of the combustion and extinction processes for this value of

thickness.

In this case, the graphical results show the

behavior of carbon temperature , oxygen concentration and

reaction tate in Figures 3.31 to 3.36
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T~?~S. U SRFURC- FRCD GR,-3F

I A

Figure 3.31 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 4.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 690 F.

-R S."

:,t .. , . .' ~

Figure 3.2 Temperature vs XLadtm

" for thickness = 4.00 in

Initial carbon temperature =680 F.
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I-.. .~I. - -rCE FROM GAF-3E:

2W1W

Figure 3.33 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for thickness =4.00 in

Initial carbon temperature 690 F.
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PEKT14 13' TE Su-- z1jrzr FRO" GAF7FE

.so

Figure 3.35 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness =4.00 in

Initial,-carbon temperature. 690 F.

PEPCTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3C

Figure 3.36 Reaction rate vs X/L and time
.for thickness = 4.00 in

Initial carbon temperature =680 F.
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7. CASE 111-7 Thickness = 6.00 inches

Below is given the initial uniform carbon tempera-

ture for combustion and extinction:

for combustion Tc = 650 seconds

for extinction Te = 640 seconds

The variable parameters for this case are given in

Table XI

The Figures 3.37 to 3.42 show the development of

carbon temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate

at each position during the combustion and extinction

processes.

Figure 3.37 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 6.00 in

Initial carbon temperature 650 F.
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TEMPERRTURE SURFC" FROM GRAF3E

Figure 3.38 Temperature vs X/L and time

for thickness = 6.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 640 F.
CX r:, . - - ...,

I- i ! ' \,--I . : ': - -. !

"V " ' I Y . . . : I"

;,.',4 ;r,,; j\ ; '/ , ,- :

I ; Ji -I! , , , , .:--;4

Itiv ' ,' I /", : ,

Figure 3.39 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

fpr thickness = 6.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 650 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

0.t oz!

Figure 3.40 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time
for thickness = 6.00 in

Initial carbon temperature =640 F.
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PEPCTION RATE SURFRCE FRCM GtAF3E

4q
T!PT (0 1

Figure 3.42 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for thickness = 6.00 in

Initial carbon temperature = 640 F.

D. SUMMARY

Here, some observations are made about the effects of

thickness on the combustion process.

1. Power Relation

For each case a pair of values (thickness, combus-

tion temperature) was obtained. Four plots of this data are

shown in Figures 3.43 to 3.46

Figures 3.43 and 3.44 show thickness versus combus-

tion temperature , and Figures 3.45 and 3.46 show thickness

versus the time it takes for the oxygen concentration at X/L

- 1. to reach.

It is observed that the relation between thickness

and combustion temperature , figure 3.43 has a form which

approximates an exponentially decreasing function.

The log-log plot ( Figure 3.44 ) is close to a

linear form, which yields the approximate power relation.

The temperature is in degrees fahrenheit and thick-

ness is in inches
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T = 850 L-0.16554 (3.1)

A comparison of the computer program's results and

the formula's results are given in Table III. The maximum

difference between the analytical results and the power

equation results is less than 3 percent over the range of

thickness between 0.25 and 6.00 inches

This shows that the formula is a good approximation

for these cases.

2. Combustion Start Time

During the initial phase of the combustion process,

the oxygen concentration at all points of the porous medium

*continuously decreases to zero. for all cases, the point of

the porous medium that first reached zero was X/L = 1. The

time it taken for that the oxygen concentration at X/L = 1.

to reach zero is important because it is related to the time

that combustion starts.

Figure 3.45 , shows that this time does not increase

linearly with the thickness. The log-log plot of these

values, Figure 3.46 , shows that this log-log plot is

approximately a straight line.

The equation for this line is:

T* = 226.8 LI.68 3  (3.2)

This equation can be used to give an estimate for

the time it takes for combustion to start.
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THICKNESS VERSUS TEMPERATURE
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THICKNESS (INCHES)

Figure 3.43 Thickness versus combustion temperature

Retangular plot.
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THICKNESS X TEMPERATURE

S-................

1 ~ I~ b**4**4*g~ep...I.*.... ........ ... P4 I +*4*4*~

10.1 110
THICKNES (INCHES)

Figure 3.44 Thickness versus combustion temperature

Log-log plot.
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THICKNESS VERSUS 7v
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Figure 3.45 Thickness vs time for oxygen concentrationat X/L = 1. to reach zero

~Retangular plot.
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IV. PERMEABILITY

A. INTRODUCTION

The permeability or hydraulic conductivity of a porous

medium is the capacity of air flow through the porous

medium. The air provides the oxygen for combustion . On the

other hand , air flow provides for convective heat transfer

within the medium . Thus air flow provides for heat genera-

tion from combustion , as well as heat transfer by convec-

tion . The interaction of these two mechanisms determines

whether combustion or extinction will occur . If the heat

* generation of combustion is greater than the heat transfer

of convection , then combustion will occur . If the heat

transfer mechanism dominates , then extinction will occur

The equation used for permeability in the program is

m = 0.2 p3 / z2  (4.1)

Where m is the permeability , p is the porosity and z is the

specific internal area . The expressions for porosity and

specific internal area are

p = I - r / 6(d/D)3  (4.2)

z = 1/2 j (d/D2 ) (4.3)

z = 1/2 ff (d2 /D 3 ) (4.4)

The equation 4.3 is for spherical particles and equation 4.4

is for cylindrical particles . Equation 4.1 is the Kozeny
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equation for permeability of porous medium This equation

fails for highly porous fibrous media

uni

• ............. . .................... D ,.. ... ,..°..

.................... ...... c e ll.........1.....____.......
"" X ~~~~~~~~~~...:.:.....:.;.:-. .. :. ... ... .:.. .... ....:

.... ...... .. .. . ... '. .. . ... .. .....

Figure 4.1 Geometry of a typical cell.

~This equation fails for highly porous fibrous medias

The tortuosity ,T , is the ratio of the length of the
~flow path for a fluid particle to the straight line

.. ; distance. The tortuosity depends on the ratio d/D .In this

. ' program tortuosity was assumed to have a constant value of

p1.4

~Normally the interior geometry of a porous medium can be
! inregular and complex .In such cases the internal structure

, is difficult to discribe analytically .The program used in
" this investigation models the porous medium as consisting of

w cylindrical fibers or spherical particles in a regular peri-
odic geometry as shown in Figures 4.1

'. During the combustion process carbon is being continu-
, ously consumed and as a result, the internal geometry is

changing. The medium becomes more porous as the carbon

~decreases. Therefore, all properties which depend upon fiber

~or particle diameter are functions of time and position. The

S90



model used in the program assumed that the carbon matrix

remains rigid as the particles diameter decreases , and thus

, the porosity increases with combustion

B. PROCEDURE

To study the effects of permeability on combustion , all

parameters of the program were maintained constant , except

the permeability . In order to change the permeability and

keep the porosity constant , it is necessary to keep the

(d/D) ratio constant as seen in the equations 4.5 and 4.6

This is accomplished by setting d/D equal toa . Then the

numerator of equation 4.1 remains constant , however the

denominator changes because d =a D and Z gives

Z = 1/2 r(a d/D2 ) = constant / D (4.5)

Z = 1/2 i(a2 d2 /D3 )= constant / D (4.6)

Thus , the dimensions of d and D were changed propor-

tionally so that the initial ratio (d/D) remained constant

in all cases . Thus the porosity remained constant while the

permeability was different for each case

The cases studied in this section are

CASE IV-l PERMEABILITY = 0.00015 ft2 (d=D=0.0025 in)

CASE IV-2 PERMEABILITY = 0.00058 ft2 (d=D=0.0050 in)

CASE IV-3 PERMEABILITY = 0.00233 ft2 (d=D=0.0100 in)

CASE IV-4 PERMEABILITY = 0.00933 ft2 (d=D=0.0200 in)

For each values of permeability the program was run with

different uniform carbon temperatures for all points (X/L)

This procedure was repeated until we obtaind the minimum

temperature that results in combustion This temperature
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is called the combustion temperature (Tc) Extinction

occurs at temperatures below Tc
4c

Tc = Te +5 (4.7)

In this section this difference (8) was chosen equal at

10 F then

Tc = Te + 10 (F) (4.8)

C. RESULTS

For each case , the program provided the values of the

carbon and air temperatures inside the porous medium , as

well as other parameters which varied during the combustion

process

1. CASE IV-I Permeability = 0.00015 ft2 (d=D=0.0025 in)

For this value of permeability , the maximum, carbon

temperature that does not result in combustion (extinction

temperature) and the minimum temperature that results in

combustion (combustion temperature) are :

for combustion Tc = 760 F

for extinction Te = 750 F

The graphical results are shown in Figures 4.2 to

4.7 . These graphical surfaces show the carbon temperature ,

oxygen concentration and reaction rate at each position and

time . The form of these surfaces shows the different

behavior of these three parameters during the extinction and

combustion processes.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 4.2 Temperature vs XIL and time

for permeability = 0.00015 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =760 F.

TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 4.3 Temperature vs X/L and time

for permeability =0.00015 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =750 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRRF3E

Fit

Figure 4.4 Oxygen concentration vs XIL and time
* for permeability =0.00015 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure = 760 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFSCE FROM GORRF3E

Irk
Figure 4.5 Oxygen comcentration vs X/L and timeI for permeability = 0.00015 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =750 F.
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Figure 4.6 Reaction rate vs X/L aild time

for permeability = 0.00015 ft 2

initial carbon temperatiure = 760 F.

II

REACT ION RATE SURFACE FROM GRPF3Er

.40

Figure 4.7 Reaction rate vs X/L and time
for permeability = 0.00015 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure = 750 F.
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2, CASE IV-2 Permeability = 0.00058 ft2 (d=D=0.0050 in)

Here the value of permeability is 0.00058 ft2 which

results from a pore diameter of 0.0050 in . For this case

the combustion and extinction temperatures are

for combustion Tc = 850 0 F

for extinction Te = 840 0 F

From the numerical output of the program , three

graphical surface s were created ; the carbon temperature ,

oxygen concentration and reaction rate as functions of time

and position These surfaces provide information of the

6 development of these three dependent variables during the

combustion and extinction process . These surfaces are shown

on Figures 4.8 to 4.13

TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRHF3E

4i

illow

ISO

Tilt I~' AI

Figure 4.8 Temperature vs X/L and time

for permeability = 0.00058 ft
2

initial carbon temperatiure = 850 F.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRPF3E

Figure 4.9 Temperature vs X/L and time

for permeability = 0.00058 ft
2

initial carbon temperatiure = 840 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

IV

Figure 4.10 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for permeability = 0.00058 ft
2

initial carbon temperatiure = 850 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 4.11 Oxygen comcentration vs X/L and time

for permeability =0.00058 ft 2

initial carbon temperatiure =840 F.

PEACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRPr3E

foleieblty 0005tt

initial carbon temperatiure =850 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 4.13 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for permeability = 0.00058 ft
2

initial carbon temperatiure = 840 F.

3. CASE IV-3 Permeability = 0.00233 ft2 (d=D=0.0100 in)

For this case the initial permeability is 0.00233

ft2 . With this value of permeability the combustion and

extinction temperatures are :

for combustion T C = 980 0.F

for extinction Te = 970 0.F

The variation of the dependent variables during the

combustion and extinction cases is shown by a numerical

output of the program . These results are also shown in

three graphical surfaces ; carbon temperature , oxygen

concentration and reaction rate on each position (X/L) and

time . These graphical results are shown in Figures 4.14 to

4.19
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM~ SR937

Figure 4.14 Temperature vs X/L and time

for permeability =0.00233 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =980 F.

TEMPERATURE SURFACE FRCPI G7R7-

ISO~ ~

Figur~ey1eeprauev /Ladtm

Finitia carbo Temperatiure vs 970 F.tm



c0XrGEN CONC. SURFACE -RC:- CRPF3_E

Figure 4.16 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for permeability =0.00233 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =980 F.

OyYtJEN CONC. SUP!Cr rRn~o GR~r1E

Figure 4.17 Oxygen comcentration vs XIL and time

for permeability =0.00233 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure =970 F.
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Pr-ROTI0N RATE SURrFACE FRCM SF'F3E

Figure 4.18 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for permeability =0.00233 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure = 980 F.

REPCTION RATE SURFRCE FRCm GRpr3E

Figure 4.19 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for permeability = 0.00233 ft2

initial carbon temperatiure = 970 F.
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4. CASE IV-4 Permeability = 0.00933 ft2 (d=D=0.0200 in)

The combustion and extinction temperatures for this

case , with initial permeability equal to 0.00933 ft2 , are:

for combustion Tc = 1180 0.F

for extinction Te = 1170 O.F

for this case , it was not possible to obtain the graphical

surfaces due to limitations of the graphical program

D. SUMMARY

Here , some observations about the effects of perme-

0 ability on combustion can be understood by looking at all

the results at one time . Table XIII contains the results of

all cases .

The Table lists the temperatures for extinction and

combustion ,the permeability (m) , the dimension of the unit

cell (d=D) and time t* . The t* time is the time at which

the oxygen concentration at a point reaches zero first

That point of the porous medium that first reaches zero

oxygen concentration in all these cases is the the position

point X/L = 1 .

1. Power Relation

The pair of values (permeability , combustion

temperature) for each case was plotted on a cartesian graph.

An observation of this curve shows that the combustion

temperature increases with increasing permeability. Figure

4.20 shows that the combustion temperature increases mono-

tonically and approaches an assindoticptate as permeability

increases . The plot of these same points on a log-log

graph , Figures 4.21 , shows that its form is not quite a

straight line

It is observed that the relation between combustion

temperature (Tc) and permeability (m) yields the approximate

power relation (equation 4.9)
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Tc = 1880 m
0 .10 5  (4.9)

A comparation of the values of the combustion

temperature obtained by the program and by the pdwer rela-

tion is presented in Table XIV . This Table shows that the

difference between these results fail betweer. 1.2 to 3.2

percent . This result shows that the above power relation is

a good approximation to estimate the temperature which will

start combustion for a given permeability

2. Combustion Speed

In this section , the question of how permeability

affects the time it takes for combustion to begin is

addressed . We meassure the rapidilly of the combustion

process by the t* time previously defined . Recall that t*

is the time at which the oxygen first reaches zero at some

point in the porous medium . In all cases the position X/L

1 is the first point to achieve zero oxygen concentration

The plots of permeability (m) versus t* , Figures 4.22 and

4.23 , show that t* decays exponentially with increasing

permeability and approaches an assymptotic value of t* = 0

as m goes to infinity .

A very interesting observation is obtained from the

results of Table XIII . It is noted that the mi+l/m i (for i

= 1,2,3) remains pratically constant (3.84 , 4.01 , 4.00)

while the t*ii/t* i ratio takes on the variable values

l/(i+l) (1/1.91 , 1/2.65 , 1/3.56)

An attempt was made to obtain an additional run with

the permeability equal to 0.03733 ft2 , however the combus-

tion activity was too rapid to achieve meaningful results

Combustion was achieved so rapidly that the gradient were

too large for the program to handle

The permeability is ;. parameter that has great

influence on the combustion process for porous medium
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V. REACTION ORDER

A. INTRODUCTION

The expression for reactidn rate for carbon reacting in

air used in the program was the expression resulting from

the experimental data of Parker and Hotel

n

mA2 -expy;F __T (5.1)

* Reaction order is the exponent of the partial pressure

of oxygen in the expression of the reaction rate . The

program permits the user to select any value for this param-

eter . In all of the previous chapters , a value of n equal

to 0.5 was used . In this chapter we investigate the effect

of n on the combustion process

B. PROCEDURE

In this section , all parameters are fixed to their

basic values and only the reaction order is changed in each

case

The program was run , for each value of reaction order

with different value of the uniform initial carbon tempera-

ture until we obtained the minimum temperature which results

in combustion . This temperature is the combustion tempera-

ture (Tc) . The maximum temperature that results in extinc-

tion is the extinction temperature (Te). they differ by an

infinitesimal8 (Tc = Te +8) The magnitude ofS was chosen

equal to 10 F for this study

In order to study the influence of the reaction order on
the combustion process , four different values of this

parameter were chosen These cases are
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CASE V-I Reaction Order = 0.25

CASE V-2 Reaction Order = 0.50

CASE V-3 Reaction Order = 0.75

CASE V-4 Reaction Order = 1.00

The fixed parameters used in all cases are

Ambient temperature = 80 F

Ambient pressure = 2117 lb/ft.sq

Tortuosty = 1.400

Filamento diameter = 0.0004167 ft

Thickness of matrix laminette = 0.0004167 ft

Thickness of porous medium = 0.02083 ft

Gas constant for air = 53.34 lbf ft/lbm R

Conductivity of filament =86 BTU/lbm H.F.

Specific heat of filament 0.703 ibm/Cf

Emissivity of filament = 0.90

Shape factor for internal HFxFER =1.00

Characteristc length of medium = I inchess

Heat of reaction = 14090 BTU/Cf

Stochiometric ratio (fuel/air) = 0.375
Reaction coefficient = 2065000 ibm/Cf H

Activetion energy coefficient = 28840 deg R

Pressure differential across thickness = 50 lb/ft.sq

Initial uniform oxygen concentration 0. 172 ibm/ft 3

C. RESULTS

For each cases the results were obtained in both numer-

ical and graphical form . These results show the variation

of some parameters during the combustion and extinction

processes . The results obtained for each value of reaction

order are presented below

1. CASE V-I Reaction Order = 0.25

With this value of reaction order , the combustion

and extinction processes define the following characteristic

temperatures
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for combustion Tc = 980 o.F

for extinction Te = 970 o.F

The analysis of the numerical output of the program

shows that some parameters varied during the combustion and

extinction processes . The limits of these parameters show

the character of the particular kind of process which

occured

The graphical results show three surfaces that

represent the evolution of the carbon temperature , oxygen

concentretion and reaction rate at each position during the

transient history . These graphical surfaces are shown in

Figures 5.1 to 5.6

TEMPERPTuRE SURFACE FROM GRPFIE

7,

Figure 5.1 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order =0.25

Initial carbon temperature =980 F.
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141

Figure 5.2 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order =0.25

Initial carbon temperature = 970 F.

0XYGEN CONC. SURFACE rRC-1 GRPF37

Figure 5.3 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.25

Initial carbon temperature = 980 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRRF3E

Figure 5.4 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction.order = 0.25

Initial carbon temperature = 970 F.

pEACTION RATE SURFACE FRCM GRFqE

Figure 5.5 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.25

Initial carbon temperature 980 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

TI c (XC '

Figuie 5.6 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.25

Initial carbon temperature = 970 F.

2. CASE V-2 Reaction Order = 0.50

For reaction order equal to 0.50 , the initial

uniform carbon temperatures that separate the combustion and

extinction processes are :

for combustion Tc = 980 F

for extinction Te = 970 F

The program's numerical output included the values

of some parameters that varied during the transient process.

The variation of the values characterize the combustion or

extinction process. The graphical results are shown in

three surfaces: carbon temperature, oxygen concentration and

reaction rate versus position (X/L) and time. These graph-

ical surfaces are shown in figures 5.7 to 5.12
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRSF3C

lo

Figur 5.7 Tempeatur vs 1L an1tim

U .Figure 5.8 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.50

Initial carbon temperature = 840 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

lot~

Figure 5.9 Oxygen concentration vs : /L and time

for reaction order = 0.50

Initial carbon temperature = 850 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 5.10 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction order =0.50

Initial carbon temperature = 840 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFRACE FROM GRPF3E

Figure 5.11 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order =0.50

Initial carbon temperature =850 F.

A REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

k

Ai

Figure 5.12 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.50

Initial carbon temperature = 840 F.
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3. CASE V-3 Reaction Order 0.75

The reaction order was set equal to 0.75 for this

case. The combustion and extinction temperatures are:

for combustion Tc = 750 F

for extinction Te = 740 F

A visualization of the development of the carbon

temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction rate at each

position and time are shown in the graphical surfaces of

Figures 5.13 to 5.18

TEMPERATURE SURFRCE FROM GR9F3E

Wifi
L INN

Figure 5.13 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.75

Initial carbon temperature = 750 F.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM SRAF3E

S

Olow

Figure 5.14 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.75

Initial carbon temperature = 740 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

SFigure 5.15 Oxygen concentration vs XIL and time

* 4for reaction order =0.75

Initial carbon temperature =750 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 5.16 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.75

Initial carbon temperature = 740 F.

REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 5.17 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.75

Initial carbon temperature = 750 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 5.18 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 0.75

Initial carbon temperature = 740 F.

4. CASE V-4 Reaction Order = 1.00

For this case, the temperature of the combustion and

extinction processes are:

for combustion Tc = 670 F

for extinction Te = 660 F

The Figures 5.19 to 5.24 show the behavior of the

carbon temperature, oxygen concentration and reaction at

each position and time.

D. SUMMARY

1. Power Relation

For each case, a pair of values (reaction order,

combustion temperature) was obtained.The points were plotted

in cartesian coordinates in Figure 5.25 . A log-log plot is

shown in Figure 5.26 , and a semi log plot is shown in

Figure 5.27 . It is observed that the relation between
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TD1PERFITURC SURfnRc rROM GRnr3c

Figure 5.19 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 1.00

Initial carbon temperature = 670 F.

reaction order (n) and combustion temperature (Tc) of figure

5.27 yields the approximate power relation (equation 5.2)

Table 5.25 shows a resume of each case, combustion

temperature, extinction temperature and the value of the

combustion temperature obtained from Equation 5.2 and the

percentage error . An observation of these results leads to

the conclusion that this power relation is a good estimation

for combustion temperature.
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TEMPERATURE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

0 -- -N

Figure 5.20 Temperature vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 1.00

Initial carbon temperature = 660 F.

OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

ra

Figure 5.21 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction order =1.00

Initial carbon temperature =670 F.
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OXYGEN CONC. SURFACE FRCM GRAF3E

Figure 5.22 Oxygen concentration vs X/L and time

for reaction order = 1.00

Initial carbon temperature = 660 F.

REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

-- jw

wo 

'

Figure 5.23 Reaction rate vs X/L and time

Initial carbon temperature = 670 F.
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REACTION RATE SURFACE FROM GRAF3E

Figure 5.24 Reaction rate vs XIL and time

for reaction order =1.00

Initial carbon temperature =660 F.

T= 10 (3.05-0.22n) (F) (5.2)
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TABLE XV

COMBUSTION AND EXTINCTION TEMPERATURE
FOR REACTION ORDER CASES

temperatures (OF)

extinction combustion % error

reaction program program power

order output output relation

0.25 970 980 980 0.0

0.50 840 850 863 1.6

0.75 740 750 760 1.4

1.00 670 670 670 0.0
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REACTION ORDER VERSUS TEMPERATURE

S............. .

... ... ................

REACTON ORDER

Figure 5.26 Reaction order versus temperature

Log-log plot.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In each of the previous chapters, the effects of a

single parameter on the combustion behavior of a porous

medium was investigated. In Chapter 2, we considered the

effect of heat flux (SQ) and its duration (TQ) on

combustion. In Chapter 3, the effect of medium thickness (L)

on behavior was investigated. Chapter 4 was a study of the

effect of permeability (in) on system behavior; and finally

in Chapter 5, the effect of reaction order (n) was

investigated.

The major conclusions from these investigations are:

- The relation between SQ and TQ is not linear , a power

relation gives rasonable approximation.

- During the combustion process, for the SQ cases,

initially there is a large temperature gradient across

the medium with T ( X/L = 0.) >> T ( X/L = 1.) . With
passing time, this gradient decreases until there is a

uniform combustion temperature over the entire medium.

When this occurs, there is no oxygen within the

medium, and the medium is continuosly consumed by

combustion.

- The relation between thickness and combustion tempera

ture is not linear . Increasing the thickness results

in decreasing of combustion temperature. If the

thickness increased with a constant rate c ( Li+i/l i =

c ) the time that marks the start of combustion is not

constant , it increases with increasing thickness (

i.e. t *i+/t i = b(L) ) wherE b depends upon the

thickness

- The relation between permeability and minimum combus

tion temperature is not linear.

- An increase of the permeability shows that the combus

tion temperature increases to an asymptotic limit.
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- Permeability has a significant influence on the speed

of the combustion process. When the permeability is

increased, the time that marks the start of the

combustion process decreases. For large values of

permeability, the combustion may occur in a fraction

of a second.

- If the permeability is increased with a constant rate

c( mi+l = c mi ) , the time that measures the start of

combustion decreases .

- The relation between reaction order (n) and combustion

temperature (Tc) is not linear.

- An observation of the graphical surfaces, for all

cases of this investigation , shows a similar form for

all combustion and extinction cases. For all

combustion cases, it was noted that the oxygen within

the porous medium being consumed with passing time.

The first point at which the oxygen is depleted is

always X/L = 1. With passing time the point with

smaller X/L reach zero oxygen, until all points have

zero oxygen. At this time the only oxygen is at the

interface of the porous medium and the ambient

environment. At this time the combustion process

becomes a surface recession phenomena. At the same

time the oxygen is being depleted the temperature is

increasing. Eventually when all the interior oxygen

has been consumed, there is a temperature gradient

across the medium with Tc(X/L=O) > Tc(X/L=I).

This thesis concludes with two recomendations . First

it is recommended that additional parameter studies he

conducted . For example , it would be useful to determine

the effects of pressure differential , conductivity , and

other thermophysical properties on combustion . Another

recommendation is to attempt to obtain a relation between

combustion temperature and several parameters
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